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Presenter
Presentation Notes
As a planetarium and educator, I really want to make sure my students understand the basic astronomy concepts. Last year a father of one of my astronomy lab students visited the planetarium. He said that his daughter really didn’t understand the moon phases, which I had assumed all my students did coming into the university. This is what prompted my research and presentation on busting the common astronomy misconceptions and making sure my students have hands-on activities to help them understand these correct astronomy concepts.



6 Basic Astronomy Concepts:

1. Brightest Star in the Night Sky

2. Shape of Earth’s Orbit

3. Reason for the Seasons

4. Distance Order from Earth

5. Moon Phases

6. Earth‐Moon Distance

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I took for granted that everyone entering college understood all these basic concepts in astronomy.  They should have “gotten it” during their years in elementary, middle, and high school. I was shocked when I recently used The Annenberg Media Math and Science Project Teachers' Lab that’s online and made it into a one page survey for university students at the beginning of the semester in January.  As the astronomy laboratory coordinator, I wanted to make sure our labs covered these basic concepts. I was shocked at the results, many of them just never “got it” before entering college. So, I want to use the planetarium to make sure that they really understand these basic concepts. With the surge in digital full dome facilities, free online computer programs such as Celestia, Stellarium, and using hands-on activities, hopefully these misconceptions can be “busted” forever!



Brightest Star in the Night Sky

NOT the North Star, Polaris, in Ursa Minor!!!!

Sirius, the “Dog Star” in Canis Major, is indeed 
the brightest star in our night. 

How to bust this misconception using the 
planetarium?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The misconception that bothers me the most is this one. I know you’ve all probably had some of your planetarium visitors argue with you and insist that the North Star is always the brightest star. 



Polaris

SW

Have visitors/students observe and 
compare how bright each are on your 

dome or by using a program like 
Stellarium in a classroom 

http://www.stellarium.org/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Polaris is actually the 48th brightest star with the apparent magnitude of 1.97. Sirius on the other hand has an apparent magnitude of – 1.44, much much brighter than Polaris!Even after I ask my lab students to compare the different magnitudes on the dome, some will STILL polar align their telescope to Sirius!  Where did this myth start?  



Polaris

http://www.stellarium.org/

Show how to find the much 
fainter star, Polaris, facing 

North by using the pointer stars 
in the Big Dipper asterism.

N

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One other thing I mention is that many people over the years must have gotten lost if they thought the brightest star was the North Star!  I always point out how to easily locate Polaris by following the pointer stars in the Big Dipper asterism instead of looking for the brightest star in the sky. 



kepler.nasa.gov/education/starwheel/

Use a planisphere 
or star map and 
explain the 
magnitude key

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can also use a star map or planisphere to note the size of the star dots/stars which indicate how bright (apparent magnitudes) they are viewing from Earth. 



Shape of Earth’s Orbit 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I believe the diagrams in textbooks are to blame for this common misconception. One thing I’d like to add to the misconception survey is to mention that none of the diagrams have the Sun precisely in the center and that the view is from celestial north, above looking down on top of our solar system.



Shape of Earth’s Orbit 

31

8

90 !

47 !

Correct answer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I have to admit that when I took the online survey I also remembered those diagrams in the astronomy textbooks showing an eccentric ellipse with the Sun way over to one side which was wrong if you’re looking straight down on top of our solar system from celestial north.Kepler’s 1st Law states that all orbits of the planets around the Sun are ellipses. From above they do look circular, but they are not perfectly circular. They are ellipses with a low eccentricity.



Shape of Earth’s Orbit

http://www.shatters.net/celestia/

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You can use your digital full dome or a free program like Celestia to show in real time the almost circular orbit of the Earth around the Sun. Using Kepler’s 1st Law, that all orbits of the planets around the Sun are ellipses, you can show that it’s not a perfect circle and that the Sun is not precisely in the center.I’ve seen some planetarium shows that do show the view from above which are excellent, but it will still be difficult to erase that textbook image from our minds and the minds of our students.



Seasons

Why is it hotter in New York in 
June than it is in December?

The Sun gives 
off more heat 

energy in June

Earth is 
closer to the 
Sun in June. 

The Northern 
hemisphere is 
closer to the 
Sun in June.

The Sun is higher 
in the sky and 
provides more 

hours of daylight 
in June.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reason for the seasons is the most misunderstood astronomy concept.



Seasons

Why is it hotter in New York in 
June than it is in December?

The Sun gives 
off more heat 

energy in June

Earth is 
closer to the 
Sun in June. 

The Northern 
hemisphere is 
closer to the 
Sun in June.

The Sun is higher 
in the sky and 
provides more 

hours of daylight 
in June.

1 ! 31 ! 113 !! 31

Correct answer

http://www.lpi.usra.edu/education/skytellers/seasons/about.shtml

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most students seeing this type diagram assume the seasons are due to being “closer” to the Sun in summer since the northern hemisphere is tilted towards the Sun. Nope, wrong answer!



Seasons

Why is it hotter in New York in 
June than it is in December?

June Solstice

March Equinox

Aphelion July 4 152,100,000 km 147,300,000 km

September Equinox

Perihelion January 3

December Solstice

Closest

Farthest

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you look at this diagram, it can’t be due to the distance since we’re actually closest to the Sun in winter and farthest in summer.So how do we explain the actual correct reason for the seasons?



Northern Hemisphere Summer
More daylight hours, more direct sunlight

Seasons

http://www.lpi.usra.edu/education/skytellers/seasons/about.shtml

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The reason for the seasons is due to the 23.5 degree axial tilt of the Earth as it revolves around the Sun, and the angle of the Sun in our sky.In summer we have more hours of daylight and the Sun rises very high in our sky with the Sun’s rays being more direct , more vertical  coming down. Hence, giving us more hours to heat up the Earth and more heat. Opposite in the winter with less hours of sunlight with the Sun lower in our sky and the Sun’s rays being spread out, less heat.



Activity on Seasons
Flashlight is used as the Sun

Sun is lower in the sky,
Sun’s rays spread over a 

wide area

Sun is higher in the sky,
Sun’s rays spread over a 

narrow area

Activity from www.astrosociety.org/uayf/index.html and Alan Gould    Image Credit: B Lowder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using this activity with a flashlight and graph, it shows that when the Sun (flashlight) is at a lower angle the rays are spread out over a wider area, less intense heat, as seen on the graph. When the angle is higher, the rays are more direct covering a smaller area, hence more heat.



Distance Order from Earth

B.Lowder

B.Lowder

STScI

Pluto
STScI

NASA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I assumed EVERYONE understood this.

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/0501/earth_apollo17_big.gif


Distance Order from Earth
Moon      Sun      Clouds     Pluto     Stars

Clouds     Stars     Moon       Sun      Pluto

Clouds     Moon      Sun         Pluto     Stars

Clouds     Moon      Sun        Stars      Pluto

3

14

134

25

NASA

Correct answer

University students taking astronomy 
first week of lab before topic covered in lecture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results of the survey first week of astronomy labs before the topics were taught. Yes, most of them got it right, but it’s really disturbing that some of them have these incorrect concepts!

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/0501/earth_apollo17_big.gif


Distance Order from Earth
Moon      Sun      Clouds     Pluto     Stars

Clouds     Stars     Moon       Sun      Pluto

Clouds     Moon      Sun         Pluto     Stars

Clouds     Moon      Sun        Stars      Pluto

3 !!

9 !!!

6

6 !

Correct answer

Early childhood education majors 
science education class 

before astronomy was covered

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I was especially shocked when I gave this survey to a class of early childhood education majors this summer!! How is this possible and how can we “bust” these misconceptions?As planetarians, we have the best classroom to demonstrate the correct concepts on where these objects are from Earth, especially if you have a digital full dome system where your visitors can fly from Earth and out into the universe.If you can’t do that in your planetarium, you can always use Celestia or other programs/videos showing moving away from the Earth and outwards into our solar system and then beyond into the stars in our Milky Way Galaxy and then out into the known universe where there are billions of other galaxies that then form clusters of galaxies.You could also do hands-on activities with students using scaled distances of these objects. The Universe at Your Fingertips has many activities to choose from.

http://apod.nasa.gov/apod/image/0501/earth_apollo17_big.gif


Moon Phases

As the Moon orbits Earth, Earth's shadow covers the Moon.

Clouds block part of the Moon from our view. 

As the Moon orbits around Earth, we see different views of the      
Moon's sunlit side.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Moon phases seem so simple, but let’s see how the university students did.



Moon Phases

As the Moon orbits Earth, Earth's shadow covers the Moon.

Clouds block part of the Moon from our view. 

As the Moon orbits around Earth, we see different views of the   
Moon's sunlit side.

85 !

0

91
Correct 
answer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Almost half think the Earth’s shadow is involved with the phases!! I even had one education major put down that it was because of the clouds blocking part of the Moon from our view! How are these misconceptions formed?Let’s do a hands-on experiment that should show each student in the planetarium the correct concept.



Photo Credit – B Lowder

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Using a regular lamp as the Sun, give each student a moon ball. I made these using wooden dowels with one hole at the bottom where I inserted a craft stick or better yet, a thick wooden corn dog stick. I spray painted the wooden dowel balls white and when dry, glued the sticks inside those holes. Easier to have your students stand up as they do this experiment.The student’s head represents the Earth, and I show them the way the Moon orbits the Earth. Using the “right hand rule” point your RIGHT thumb upwards to celestial north, then open up your fingers and move your Moon ball the way your fingers are pointing.  (Sometimes easier to say to the left, or counter clockwise to some students.) As the student views their own Moon ball they will see all the moon phases from new,waxing crescent, 1st quarter or half moon, then waxing gibbous. As they get closer to a full moon, explain that the orbital plane of the Moon around the Earth is ~5 degrees different than the orbital plane of Earth around the Sun or ecliptic. The Moon is usually either north or south of the Earth’s shadow. (We won’t go into the eclipses here, but a great way to demo them is using the Moon balls and seeing the shadow of the Moon on their friend’s Earth head for a solar eclipse, and the Moon passing into the shadow of the Earth for a lunar eclipse.) So, when on the opposite side of the Earth, make sure their moon ball is ABOVE the shadow of their “Earth heads” so the full side of the Moon is illuminated by the sun light from the lamp giving them a full moon phase. From there as they continue turning around with their Moon balls they will experience seeing a waning gibbous, 3rd or last quarter, waning crescent, and finally back to a new moon again.  The shadow of the Earth never passes over the Moon ball, so have them do it again if it’s not yet understood. Smaller groups work better as always. (Thank you to Daniel Richey, Math Graduate Student, for being my student model in the photo!)



Earth‐Moon Distance

------------------------------

-------------

--

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I love this demo in the planetarium using an Earth ball and a Moon ball.  Show the Earth ball and ask how far away would the Moon be if this was the actual size of the Earth.  Let’s see how the university students did on this one with the survey first.



Earth‐Moon Distance

------------------------------

-------------

--

36

91

49

Correct 
answer

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As usual, they think the Moon is a LOT closer to the Earth  than it actually is.The Moon is approximately 240,000 miles away on average from the Earth.With any sized Earth ball, the correct distance of the Moon would be 30 Earth diameters away. Hence, a 12 inch (1 foot) diameter Earth ball would make the 3 in diameter Moon ball 30 feet away on that scale.I found this concept the easiest to correct when giving the survey again after the hands-on activity to the early childhood education majors, even though a few still missed it.



Conclusion

• These basic astronomy misconceptions are common in college 
aged students and the general public 

• We as planetarians and educators have the best environment 
for helping to “bust” and correct these misconceptions using 
our planetarium sky with hands‐on activities and/or videos

• These early learned misconceptions are sometimes very 
difficult to correct, even with the activities

• Continue coming up with new ways to help our 
visitors/students understand the correct concepts in 
astronomy while having fun doing so

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Thanks for helping to correct these misconceptions in astronomy and please pass on any new ideas to everyone.



Resources 
• The Annenberg Media Math and Science Project Teachers' Lab  

www.learner.org/teacherslab/pup/studentquestions.html

• NASA Night Sky Network (activities) ‐
nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/download‐search.cfm

• Earth and Moon balls –www.peacetoys.com

• Celestia ‐ www.shatters.net/celestia

• Stellarium ‐ www.stellarium.org/

• Kepler Star Wheel ‐ kepler.nasa.gov/education/starwheel/

• NASA  ‐ www.nasa.gov

• Space Telescope Science Institute ‐ Hubblesite.org
• Seasons - www.lpi.usra.edu/education/skytellers/seasons/about.shtml
• Seasons Activity from The Universe at Your Fingertips 2.0 ASP/Alan Gould 

- www.astrosociety.org/uayf/index.html
• Bad Astronomy - www.badastronomy.com/bad/misc/index.html

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Resources:The Annenberg Media Math and Science Project Teachers' Lab  www.learner.org/teacherslab/pup/studentquestions.htmlNASA Night Sky Network (activities) -  nightsky.jpl.nasa.gov/download-search.cfmEarth and Moon balls –www.peacetoys.comCelestia - www.shatters.net/celestiaStellarium - www.stellarium.org/Kepler Star Wheel - kepler.nasa.gov/education/starwheel/NASA  - www.nasa.govSpace Telescope Science Institute - Hubblesite.orgSeasons - www.lpi.usra.edu/education/skytellers/seasons/about.shtmlSeasons Activity from The Universe at Your Fingertips 2.0 ASP/Alan Gould -  www.astrosociety.org/uayf/index.htmlBad Astronomy - www.badastronomy.com/bad/misc/index.html
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